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The sky is the limit

Redhawks go cold in
loss to NNU; now 3-14
AUSTIN BURTON
Sports Editor
With the temperature barely
reaching 40 degrees outside the
ConnollyCenter on Saturday night,
it was just as frigid inside, as the
Seattle University men's basketball
team went ice-coldfor a five-minute
stretch in the second half that cost
them a win versus Northwest
Nazarene.

TheRedhawks went scorelessfor
the first 5:41 of the second half,
missing 10 straight shots and committing four turnovers in that span.
By the time junior forward Bryan
Petersonscoredona shortjumper to
endthe drought. SU was behindby
15 points. They never recovered
fromthatdeficitand went ontolose,
82-73, to the Crusaders.
"We played like s/i t," said SU
senior forward Adam Enfield, who
made just two of his eleven field
goalattemptsand finished with five
points. "We playedjust horrible defense. Icouldn't hit anything."
The Crusaders (5-10, 3-5 in the
Great Northwest Athletic Confer-

—

Nicole Ret ana/ News Editor

Students beware:constructionon the New StudentCentercontinuesinto the coldmonths ofFebruary. The
next majorproject for the Center is the Presidential Bridge which will link the Cherry Street Parking
Garageto theStudentCenter. Theskybridge willbea warm walkway toandfrom theheartofcampus. Until
then, students willhave to adjust to the ever-changingpathway across James St.

ence) were led by Josh Cooprider,

who finished with 21 points on 6for-15 shooting from the field and
drained five three-pointers.The sixfoot seniorpointguard alsohanded
out sevenassists and didn'tcommit
one turnover.
'
"Cooprider showed whyhe s one
of the better guards in the league,"
said SU head coach Joe Callero.
"Sevenassistsand zeroturnovers is
a very impressive number in my
eyes."
TheRedhawks (3-1 4,2-6GNAC)
also had trouble with 7-foot NNU
center Michael Gely, whobounced
back from a weak first-half performanceto finish withI4points,seven
rebounds, and two blocked shots.
"Theypressured ourshootersand
forcedus to go to the middle,and

-

the seven-footer ttoii a rnce jcta oi
intimidating us," Callerosaid.
"He may not haveblocked many

shots,butheprobablyaffectedabout

five more."
The game was close in the first
half,as theleadchangedhandssever

See Basketball on page 7

Searching for unity in a violent world
Clarence Regalado
Staff Reporter
Luis Rodriguez and Michael
Meade believe in creating a better
future every time they start writing.
Rodriguez and Meade are products of

what plagues adolescents:

torium

spect. Stories bring us

cause.

Both authors spoke
to the audience and
throughout the event
told a story ofa Native
Americantribethat left
a girl and her little

together."

In Rodriguez's book,

"The troubleisn't gangs,"Meade
argued. "It's thedirectioningangs."

HeartsandMinds:Creating Community in
ViolentTimes,he made
clear the purposeofhis
writing: to "attempt a
deeper inquiry into

In Hearts andMinds, as well as
his previous works, Rodriguez offers insight to themindsetof a teenage gangster. He and Meade focus
their writingand workshopstowards
making a connection to these

brother behind.

This story was symgangs,crime, andaneed to belong.
Rodriguezis a writer andMeade bolic of today's culthese issues (getting
is a mythologist, andthey believeit ture leaving their
over a sense of meanis through the poems and stories young behind them,
ingless generated by a
can
they
they
placing
general stateof cultural
that
share that
reach
theminanenout to troubledyouths.
vironment where they
depression, regaining
men
must
themup
Both
have cleaned their
fend for
ties tonatureand tofind
—
a path away fromnegaacts Meade is the founder ofMo- selves.
tive influences), to ensaic, a mentoring and cross-cul"All youth groups
gagepeople inanongotural program for youths, while are art. It's creative.
Rodriguezis adistinguishedauthor Whether it's hip hop,
ing dialogueabout why
young people seem
andactivist. He recently opened a dancing, they make
Jeremy Edwards / PhotoEditor
bookstore.
more brutal."
magic without elders,
Rodriguez offers a
"Once you tell a mythic story, resources or commu- Michael Meade andLouis Rodriguezshare their vision ofa
suggestionto the probit'll bring out a personal story," nity. In the [Native better world with theSeattle University community.
Meade stated. "Story is the basic American] story,Isee
lem.
He said that kids are looking for
language of humans."
the recreation in our own commu- shared the spotlight together,
OnFriday,MeadeandRodriguez nity,"Rodriguezsaid.
Meade hopes that stories will genuineleadership.
It was the first time since last bridge the gap between people.He
Kids may find a sense of leadergot a chance to share stories at Seattle University in the Pigott Audi- December that both men have says that as time goes by, people ship in gangs, he said in his book,
becomemore distantto eachother. but while this type of leadership
Index
A&E....
12-13
Through stories, they heal the may offer adolescents comfort, it
encompasses their entire life and
by time.
woundcaused
Opinion
2-3 ASSU
14
anegative influence.
has
things
happen,"
"Two
can
Meade
News
4-5 Classifieds
15
said, "People feel isolated and secBy
the age of eleven, most chil6-7;10-1 1 Personals
15 ondly,peoplearen'twellconnected. drenwho
Sports
get involvedin gangs deFeatures
16 They hurt each other and lose re- votethemselves solely tothegroup' s
8-9 Student Voice

troubled youths.
ToRodriguez, the troubleassociated with gangs may not be the
problem, but the way the trouble i
regulated.
"We need trouble," Rodriguez
admitted. "But peopledon't realize
that's how you get into your life.
That's the problem of zero-tolerance."
According to Rodriguez,experience stems from trouble. A community should be there to teach a
youth what he or she did wrong,
ratherthan sendthem to prison and

have them come out without learning anything.
"Everyoneresponds to where they
are in life." Meade said.
"Let's say that in a story, someone is thrown in a dungeon or a
prison. The 'gang' kid could saj
that either "I've been in prison' or
I'm going there: society as a cell
re;idy for me.

See mythology on page 5
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Editorial
EXTEND FAFSA DEADLINE NOW
Itis thetime of year to beg for
money. Not on a street with a
cup,but rather with the wonderful FAFSA forms. Students
should turn the FAFSA form in
by Jan. 31,according toan official student communication email that was sent before break.
As students wemust try tocomply, but the deadline for the
FAFSA is too early for accuracy.
Law requires that employers
must postmark W-2s, the form
that says how much money employeeshavemade during thepast
year, by Jan.31. The problem is most people will not receive all
their W-2s by Seattle University's FASFA deadline.
Feb. 28 is the deadline for filing'the FASFA at the University
of Washington. Western WashingtonUniversity'spriority filing
date isFeb. 15th.Seattle Pacific University has no priority date,
as students try toget theirforms completedbyJanuary and
rly February.
The deadline causes even more problems for students who are
not independent. They must rely on their parents to get their W2's early, whichoftenis not an option, and to get theinformation
to students so they can file.
year many people neglected to file by the deadline. There
many ramifications for missing the date. Students could lose
;and federal grants and loans.
The Office of Student Financial Services complains that students getangry when their accounts are not ready in the fall. They
have often said that they wouldbe able to prevent complications
if students would only file their FASFA forms before the deadline.
Perhaps if the deadline was moved back far enough to allow
students to collect their W-2 forms and get their parent's W-2's,
everything would run more smoothly. This extension does not
to be anything drastic. One week would make a world of
Terence.
Forstudents who are planning on renewing online,itiscrucial
that your already haveaFASFA PINnumber. Ifa studentdoes not
have their PIN number it may be faster to fill the form out the old
—
fashioned way on paper.

The forcesof evil were thwarted once again when thePresident defeated the pretzelassassin,

Corporate deaths cause trauma

flong

Kast
*ye

It seemed explainable why these manner that peanutbutter sticks to
businesses went under. They had theroofofmymouth. Corporations
no physical store and their operat- noware verypublic and accessible.
ing costs were tremendously high. When Enron collapsed itdestroyed
So, when I am not being overly thelives of manypeople.Few seem
sensitive, Idounderstand why they

TAMILAJOHNSON

Opinion Editor

The day we heard the news I
rocked back and forth in shock. It
couldn't be true. I was devastated,
hungry, and maybe evena tad bit
homicidal. My days of a grocery
store-free existence were over.My
Homegrocer/Webvan went bankrupt.

No longer could Ishop for Ben
andJerry's and tofu in my pajamas.
No more delivery people in little
plastic booties bring my groceries
up the twoflightsof stairsin frontof
my house. They were gone.
Sure, there were probably other
things to complain about that July
day, but for someone who drasti-

The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Judaycally objects to interacting with
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signedcomshoppers armed with dangrumpy
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gerous weapons(otherwiseknown
as shopping carts), Ithought the
world was ending. In realityit was
—
merely the end of an era the 90s

couldn't cut it.
But this logiccannotexplain why
Kmart, a household name for over
100 years filed Chapter 11 on Jan.
22 to avoid having to pay the millions of dollars that they were in
debt.
Ican't say that Ishop at Kmart
thatoften,but it disturbs me thatmy
local Kmart is inevitably going to
disappear. Our children will not
understand the jokes in Rain Man
about Kmart, or the blue light special.
Iwas still very young when
Fredrick and Nelsons went out of
business. A lot of people werean-

IAM ATTACHED TO
CORPORATIONS IN
THE SAME MANNER

THAT PEANUT
BUTTER STICKS TO

were fun.
For me therecession began with

—

the death of Kozmo.com. Iused
Kozmoconstantly. IfIhad a head-

ache at 10 p.m. and didn't want to
leave the house, an hour later I'd
have a bottleofExcedrinandUsual
Suspects at my door. They were
brilliant: a video delivery service
that wouldbring youbreakfast, and
in thedays beforetheirdemise they
would also bring you electronics
and thosestupid littleRazorScoot-
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gry. It seems as though we should
be upset that Kmart will soon be
closinghundreds of theirstores, in
order to tryand stayafloat. Kmartis
the second largestdiscountchainin
the country. If they can drown uners.
der their debt, then any company
It seemedas though we were liv- can. About2,114 stores will remain
ing in the waveof the future. Then open for the time being as the cor-
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holidays and examination periods, for a total of 28 issues during
the 2000-2001 academic year.
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator, Seattle
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to understand that investors said
Enron was a safe bet for employee
life savingsandpensionplans.Now

thousands of people have shaky
shakier emotions to-

futures, and

ward corporations.
Many of the dot.com companies
alteredthe concept of how a corporation should function. Foosball
tables and free sodas were prevalent for employees. Corporations
became families.Lavish company
picnics and cruises only added to
this.But what happens to employees when their corporation goes
under?
Manytech employeesthatIknow
stayed with their sinking ship until
it drained them of their strength.
There was always hope that they
could salvage the company they
worked for. Ieven know people
who workedfor weekswithoutbeingpayedfor their work.Their goal
was to try to properly destroy

customer's credit card numbers.
Even though their employer filed
Chapter 11,and then toldeveryone

it was theirlast week of work, they
didn't want any harm to come to
their oldcompany.There is a lotof
emotion in the world of business

that weas college studentshave yet
to feel. I
don'tknowifithas always
been this way,butit seems as though
the feelings tied to jobs have
strengthened.

In the 21st century many more
household name corporations may
file for bankruptcy. What if
Microsoft, Intel, Amazon.com or

Boeing go under? The difference
now is that many people invest in
these corporations. Homemakers,
gas station attendants, and
drycleaners have their money inporationtries to find more funding. vested in the stock market. More
one day Kozmo.comwas gone.
—
perky
Homegrocer
the
Nintendo will be greatly hurt by people weepthan just employees.
Then
— Kmart's
peach trucks, how Imiss them
Chapter 11. Kmart owes
Out there someone is rocking in
anger
millions
of
dollars
that
and confusion about Kmart
boughtby
were
Webvan. Soon af- Nintendo
filing Chapter 11. Someonelost a
ter, thestock plummeted.Theonline may not be paid. The chain reaclot of money when the Kmart stock
groceryand video delivery was not tions are beginning.
Maybe the 90s spoiled me. Iam fell to its death. Iwonder how
the wave of the future, but it was
glorious while it lasted.
attachedtocorporationsin thesame Martha Stewartis taking thenews?
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Love woes can disappear with a potato gun
would' yeappreciateda littleadvice youputyourprospectivegirlfriends
from someone experienced, like through similar tests before serimyself. As an expert, Iwill now ously considering dating them. Inbestowuponyoumyever-transcen- compatiblecouples tend to become
dent knowledge.
bored very quickly, which someFirst and foremost, a young man how leads to unexpected pregnanwho wishes to become a boyfriend cies; therefore, compatibility is a
must somehow comebyagirlfriend. must. Now,compatibility tests difThe actual getting ofthe girlfriend, fer from boyfriend to boyfriend.In
for me, was a mystical experience my case, Iuse the PotatoGun Test,
Forrest Carlson
that occurred without warning. I a test in which Ispend an evening
Spectator Columnist
had been single all my life and withthe girlconstructing and firing
thought that nothing would ever a cannonout ofPVCthatfireswhole
—
of
change, thenpoof! I've gota girl- potatoes, just to see how she refriend.Maybe forotheryoung men sponds.If this test isn'tsuitable for
For most young men therecomes this is a more gradual occurrence, you, be creative andmake up a test
time when maintaining a steady but because I'vebeen successful in of your own, but model it after the
my relationship,I'ye onlyever got- Potato Gun Test.
6irlfriend is considered good,even
men
young
may
desirable.Other
be ten a girlfriend once. Therefore I After sharinga large mealof fried
ofocused onmoreimportantgoals, can't really explain this process in chicken (an important detail which
;oals that are unassociated with any more detail, nor can Iprovide Iwill discuss later), Ihurried my
women, that to them this concept much more than a glimpse of how girlfriend(though we werenot dateems alien. For these wise ones I to be successful about it. My sug- ing at the time)into the car and we
have noadvice. Again,other young gestion wouldbe tospend timewith, sped off to the hardware store. We
menare so wild,uncouth,andflighty notjust any girls, but girls thatyou split the price of the PVC parts (if
that theynaturallyrepel all women. like.Idon'tknowaboutotherguys, she'11pay, thenaccept) andreturned
O, I
envy their skill. With those that but in my case, my girlfriend was home toput the gun together.By the
are left, the young men that are somebodythat I
hadspent timewith time it was finished, it had gotten
level-headed, gentle, brave, and
we
dating.So,by that dark outside,and we headed down
started
before
naive, I'll share a few of my own
logic, if you like the girls that you to theriverand test-fireditover the
nsightsregardingexperiencesI've spendtime with, the girl that some- water. We jammed a potato down
tad through the years of toil and how becomes your girlfriend will the barrel, filledthe chamberbelow
rastration I've endured maintain- probablyalsobe somebodyyoulike. with aerosol (fuel,) and pulled the
ng my girlfriend. After all, I
conBeforemy girlfriend andIstarted trigger.
ider myself an expertin this field, dating,before I
had anyknowledge
The firing is the crucial moment
nd I'mwell awareofhow difficult that romance would develop sud- to be watching thegirl's reaction
ledatingendeavor can be. When I denlybetween us, Iput her through
she neverrealizes just howloud the
was seriouslyapproaching the dat- a few "tests" so I
could betterjudge gun is going tobe and she'salways
ng arena for the first time, I ourcompatibility.I
recommendthat amazed at the fact that one cansee

Part 1
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I

—

the fireball of the explosion right
through the PVC, especially if the
nightis darkenough. You,ofcourse,
willbe delighted.Hopefully she'll
squeal deliciously with excitement
and surprise, but she may n0t...1f
she's drivenoff by this experiment,
then you have evidence that she
probably won't tolerate your masculine behavior atother times in the
future, and any relationship you
might have will probably be shortlived.Girls must realize that many
men need to allay their masculine
desiresonce ina while throughsome
destructive or fire-related action.
Those girls that refuse to believe
this fact need to cometoterms with
reality, a process that for themcan
be a long and arduous awakening.
To put it simply: the results of this
test cansaveyou quite ahassle.
The fried chicken that I mentionedearlier was partof whatIcal1
the ABC Test (Anorexic/Bulimic/
Carnivorous Test), in which Icarefully monitor the girl for several
hours after she gorges herself on

fried chicken to make sure, first of
all, that she willeat meat, and eat a
lot of it,and second of all, that she
won't attempt to throw it up afterwards.I'veheard stories about vegetarians successfully converting
their loved ones into herbivores,
and Ijust won't stand for it. And
eventhough anorexicand/orbulimic

suffering from an eating disorder,
and that's something I'mprobably
not qualifiedto handle.
Although this discussion is useful to those young men who have
yet toacquire a girlfriend,my most
valuable knowledge pertains to
events that occur while you're already dating. I'll begin with the

basics: Youshould first try to learn
asmuchaboutyourgirlfriend as she
is comfortable talkingabout.Learn
the practical things, her name and
the names of her family members
for instance; maybe ask her if she

has any food allergies, or if her
parents have ever sued anybody.

—

Memorize the colorof her hairand
eyes try to hold the image of her
face in mind for long periods of
time to make it easiertoremember.
Here you are basically just getting
to knowher really well in preparation for what could, for the unprepared boyfriend,turn into anemergency situation. Take for example
the possibility that you and your
girlfriend are taking a walk in the
park and a friend of yours ap-

proaches.
How can you possibly introduce
the girl if you don't evenknow her
name? The simple answer is that
youcan't, and this is somethingthat
drives womencrazy. This,ofcourse,
is purely educated speculation; I
myself committed my girlfriend's
girlscan bejust as pleasantas other name tomemoryassoonas //earned
gir/s in many respects, they are it, and so shou/d you.

Sexual assault is no laughing matter

MELISSA SWEAT
Spectator Columnist
I'm a novice enthusiast for The
Stranger's "I, Anonymous" col—
umn the infamously sinful, but
wholly therapeuticcolumn devoted
to theanonymous "confessions and
accusations of 400 words or less."
There many-a-citizen have thrown
caution to the wind,airedtheirdirty
laundry, and let any & allrants fly
that are suitable for print.
All theranting in "I,Anonymous"
was the inspiration for writing this
piece. And while the column is often the source of astonishment and
hilarity in all its clandestine venting, the followingis quite theopposite.

I

Sometime last week, a couple
■Ifriendsand Iheaded down to a

iternity party at a local univer-

—

sity obviously not ourown. Anyone who has attended one of these
soirees knows what the scene is
like: lots of party-clad boys and
girls, and lots and lots of alcohol.

Thethree (boys,girls and alcohol),
as we are probably aware of as
young college students, cansometimes be a bad combination.

By no means am I using this serious wrestling match
Fortunately,allthat ended withspace to declare war on college
drinking, fraternities, or the ste- out injury. After watchingJ's most
reotypical"frat-guy," becauseI'm recent actions, Iwanted nothing to
—
a firm believer in making judg- do withhim apparently, he had a
ments on a case-by-case basis and different sentiment.
avoiding said stereotypes.On this
Jcame over to whereIwas sitting
—
night, however though Ishould and when he asked me my name, I
preface this in saying that nothing made it clear that Iwas not inter—
got "out of hand" one particular ested in any sort of conversation.
male in attendance(who I'll refer But as Ilooked up at him, hishand
to as J) made the stereotypes of came down and he grabbed me by
sexualassault all tooreal.
the forehead. Holding it tightly
windowsill
enough to make deep folds in my
Iwas sitting on a
stumbling
skin,he rolled my head around,told
drunkenly
when J came
fraternity
down the stairs of the
me to smile, and then left. At the
to
a
set
of
time Ididn't really see him as a
way
and made his
over
ottomans where three young threat,but I
saw him as a guy who
women who he apparently knew just didn'tget it.
weresitting. Without evena slurred
I'msurel lookedlikeamisplaced,
greeting,he pounced onone of the agro-feminist at this party when I
youngwomen.Spreadinghis knees wentover toJ and toldhim tonever,
over her abdomen while pinning evertouch a womanlike that. But if
reallycared aboutlooksIwouldn't
her wrists back by her head with I
his hands,he wasclearlyincontrol be writing this.
of the situation. Though giggling
Ididn't really consider it an aslook
on
first,
at
the uncomfortable
sault at the time,but Iknew thatJ's
pinnedyoung
herface told thatthe
behavioralluded to the mentality of
wantedJ
of
her.
With
woman
off
sexualassault and violencetowards
somereluctance hehalf-slid away, women.Itstarts withdisrespect and
but thenmade a grab for one of the adisregard for a woman's body and
other friends. He snaggedher belt personal space. Then, somehow, it
andheld her tight.Again,it looked goes a step further perhaps when
like a joke,but after aminute or so alcohol is added to the equation or
ofpulling,she was done.He pulled when ayoung womanis exceptionharder and she got more serious ally seductive (note: with either or
with her instruction to "let go." both variables, assault is still illeFinally,he did.
gal)— and another woman is added
A few moments later, another to the statistics.
young male (who looked to be a
TheMen Against Sexual Assault
friendofJ's)camerunning in, tack- website (a smart and easily naviled him, and told him to "take it gable resource for both men and
easy." J fought back and the two women,)reports that / out ofevery
werecaught up in a half play/half 5 college women reports being

—

forced to have sexual intercourse.
And22% of allwomensaythatthey
havebeen forced to do sexual acts
against their will (1995 National

College HealthRick Behavior Survey). Even worse is that only 16%
of rapes and sexual assaults arereported to the police. This means
that in 1995 when 97,460 rapes
were reported, there were actually
closer to 649,733 rapes that took
place in the United States that year.
In this country where, on average, 1.3 women are raped every
minute, if a woman is fortunate
enough tonothavebeen the victim
ofa rape,sheprobably knowssomeone who has whether it's been
brought to her conscious attention

—

or not.
The numbers speak for themselves, but there is much debate on
the causes of sexual assault and
violence.
A Natural History of Rape: The
BiologicalBasis of Sexual Coercion, written by Randy Thornhill
andCraigPalmer,suggests thatrape

myth thatrapeis somethingthatcan
be justified or excused.
We should allknow that there is
never an excuse
Collegesanduniversities nationwide have realized the threat of
sexualassaultand violenceandhave
long-since taken steps toward education and prevention. Seattle
University'sSexual Offensepolicy

and procedures demonstrate these
steps, providing information in
Safety and Security, Pathways'
Wellness andPrevention,andResidential Life Education programs.
The Policyand Procedures website
also advises what you can do if a
sexual assault occurs and how to
report it.

SU's educational programs on
sexualassault and violence are held

during orientation and throughout
the year. But would it be an even
greater benefit to

SU students

to

make these programs mandatory,
or in the least, morepublicized and
promoted? Seemingly,the zeroreported rapes (both forcible and acquaintance) as stated in the Three-

has evolutionaryorigins, meaning
that rape is a strategy for aiding Year Profile Crime Statistics from
males to procreate.They"fervently 1997-1999 suggestthatrapeis not a
believe"that, "just as the leopard's major, albeit nonexistent problem
spots and the giraffe's elongated on SU's campus.
Still, any threat— like religious
neck are the resultsof eons of past
Darwinian selection, so is rape." intoleranceand racism, which were
This bookhas since been torn apart met head on with a slew of forums
in lightof the Sept. 11
by scientists, feminists, and social and services
—
be takenas serious
alike;
attacks
should
theorists
but the fact that the
—
argument even exists, that rape is and ever present threats to camseenas some genetic instinct apart pus life.
from culture,socialization, and not
I'msure all ofus in the SU comto mention personal,human choice munity want to keepthosestatistics
is detrimental to both men and niland keep guys like J fromacting
women.Thissimplyperpetuatesthe like Neanderthals.

"
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SECURITY REPORT
AUSTIN BURTON
Sports Editor

feelingchestpains. The victim was
evaluated by CPS and transported
to a localhospital.

Party over here
Wednesday, 1-16-02
A XavierHallresidentialadvisor
reportedpossible narcoticsactivity
on their floor. CPS and the RA
checked the room in question and
found wine, beer, and marijuana.
The resident was said to be cooperative and the incident was forwarded to the studentconduct sys-

Bringing home thebacon
Sunday,1-13-02
At9a.m.. CampusPublic Safety
received a fire alarm signal from
Campion Tower. CPS and the
Seattle Fire Department arrived
on the 12th floor, from where the
alarm came, and encountered
burntbacon.No eggswere found
in the area.

Well,EXCUSE me for

looking
Tuesday, 1-15-02
A female student in theLemieux
Library called CPS after she noticed a maninhis 20s staring at her.
Shereported thatthe manmadeher
uncomfortable, "evenif the person
was simply attracted" to her. The
At least they hadn't fallen
man left when she got ready to
leave,and wasnowhere to befound
andcouldn't get up
Monday, 1-14-02
when CPS searched the area. The
A campus community member student wasasked tocontact CPSif
in the Barman Buildingreported she saw him again.

upontheydiscovered adoor slightly

been consuming alcohol. Fiveof
ajar.Items in the vehicle appeared those 10 people were found to be
to have been rummaged through,
underage.The noisedieddown,of
nothing wasmissing.
but
course.
tem.
Author's note: Doing the SeWhy you gottabust on
Why wait so long?
curity Report for about one year
Thursday, 1-17-02
everyone?
now, I've noticed a lot of people
Sunday, 1-20-02
At8:20 p.m., a campus commucall CPS when they have ahealth
—
nity member reported their vehicle
CPSreceived severalnoisecom- issue i.e.,sprainedankles, stomhad been broken into in the Broad- plaints from Murphy Apartment ach aches, etc. I
hate to seem like
way & E. Columbia garage. The residents When CPSarrived at the ajerk,but why not just go to one
owner said they had returned to loud apartment, the occupant ad- of the THREE hospitals within
their vehicle at 5:30 p.m., where- mitted that in the apartment had walking distance of campus?

.

SU community takes the stage
LUISA CUELLAR
Lead Story Editor
NICOLE RETANA

ary degree ceremonies held at the platform.
Connolly Center.
In a memorandum sent to ASSU
The cost of the stage had to suit and the President's Office, Fenn
News Editor
theneeds ofthe organizations who explained theadvantages of having
decided to contribute money. The a new stage.
Event Support Services and cost was close to $30,000, which
"It is versatile with two flooring
ASSU have recently collaborated none of these organizationscould options,it is adjustable from one to
to buy a new stage for Seattle

three feet, it is both sturdy and
stable, easily set up and torn
down and it willprovide a pro-

University clubs and organizations.

Currently ASSU allocates
about $34,000 a year to clubs
and organizationsaffiliatedwith

undergraduate students at SU.
Onecommongoalfortheclubs

is to put on fiesta style events in
which a stage is required for

their performances. Of the total

fessionallook toallevents,"Fenn
said.
Additionally, the stage, which
will replacethe oneusedinCam-

organizations:
$7,000
$7,000

ASSU
President's office
University
Advancement
Student Development
Plant
Private donation

pion Ballroomis safer.
"The handicapped rampis an
add-on piece constructed of
wood that gets boltedinto place,

$6,000
$1,000
$2,000
$5,000

funds allocatedeachyear,$6.0(X)
and the add-on steps abut the
is usually spent renting stages.
stagebut arenot attached, which
Purchasinga stageoftheirown
could be considered a safety issue," Fenn explained.
will be more effective in the
longrun. As a result, SU will ben- have raised by themselves.
Thecooperation ofall theorganiFortunately,thisyear"ataskforce zations helped purchased a stage
efitbyeliminatingfuturerentalsfor
the major studentcelebrations such was formed toexplorethecoopera- that meets their expectations as far
as the Mariana's Mass de tionofmany organizationsoncam- as size,commodityand safety conGuadalupe, the International Stu- pus tojointly purchase the stage so cerns. Most importantly it is the
dent Center'sInternational Dinner. itcouldbenefit the entire campus," reflection theenthusiasm of thecamHui O Nani Lu'au, and the honor- Liz Fenn. Manager ofEvent Sup- pus community toimprove services.
"Iapplaudyoureffort and admire
port Services, said.
ThePresident'soffice,Uni- your commitmentto improvingstu-,
Advancement, Student dent resources for the benefit of
Development,Plantand Event all," FacilitiesManagementDirecSupport Services accepted tor, Bob Fenn, expressed to Teddy
ASSU's proposal of combin- Wiley, ASSU VicePresident of Fiing theirfunds to purchase the nance.

Iversity

Get

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido.That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams forthe reasonable
price of $795.
Ican
- answer any LSAT queslion let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

jourmalists!
Let's face it: You need experience and we need writers.
Call us at (206) 297-6470 and
see if there's a story you're

interested in.

healthy

while you're

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

Hey all youaspiring

getting

educated!

55 Walk-in Visits with Valid Student ID
At Bastyr Center for NaturalHealth
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I Bastyr Center for NaturalHealth
is the largest naturalhealth care
facility in Washington.Serving
the community since 1980.
"
I Acupuncture
Chinese HerbalMedicine
CounselingandBiofeedback
I Homeopathy
I NaturnpathicMedicine
! " Nutrition
PhysicalMedicine

*'
*'
*
*'

I

.

'*'

Dispensary items/lab fees not included.
Good through 6/30/02.

1307 N. 45th Street " Seattle, WA 98103

"
206.834.4100 www.bastyr.edu
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SU community joins Seattle man's fight
Brown's hopes of reaching the end ily tree closely resembles that of
of chemo cancer-free was in fact a Brown's.
pipe dream.
For example, if Brown had a
The situation had in fact wors- grandmother who was Chinese,his
"Imagine how it wouldfeel to
best chances lie withanother Afriwakeup every morning knowing
" ened. If Brown does not receive a
stem cell transthatyou'vesavedsomeone'slife...
Thisis the message that friends plant in the next
of 34-year-old Seattle resident, two months he
Jerry Brown,are sendingout to the willdie.
"Jerry's the
SU community.
Brown is often described as a kind of guy you
ring husband and a dedicated never thought
end; sadly, he has recently be- anything bad
come the victim of Adult Non- would happen
to," said Dmitri
Hodgkin's (ANH) disease.
sewho
were
on
Mortekov.SU
A few people
the
receiving side of Brown's gener- nior Criminal
osity and dedication have created Justice major.
In order for
Save Jerry, a coalition dedicated
Courtesyof www savejerry.org
Brown's transto saving Brown's life.
waiting to find a
Jerry
Brown
is
one
thousands
of
Over a year ago, Brown was plant to be suc- matching
transplant.
donor for a stem cell
ignosed with ANHand up until cessful, doctors
—
matching
donor a canAmerican withaChinese grandfew months ago, had quietly need to find a
—
hurdle that seemsless intimidating mother see the difficulty?
Light the silent killer.
To make matters worse only 8%
Brownand hiswifehadbelieved than it really is.
an
donorsregistered at the Marrow
Blood
can
from
of
through
pumped
be
thatby patiently suffering
chemotherapy,hewouldovercome Asian female intoa German tourist Donor Program Registry [MDPR]
so longas their types are the same. are African American, and slim
the disease.
is why they decided to tell However, stem cells are more spe- pickings means slim chances for
survival.Chances of finding amatch
one of his illness untilcircum- cific than that.
in order for the transplant to be are higher inside a of a family but,
inces forced them tobreak their
successful,Brown' sdonor must also according—to Mordekov,Brownhas
ence.
A recentdiagnosis revealed that bean African American whosefam- nofamily "No grandmas,nocous-

NICOLE RETANA
News Editor

I

I
(This

Center to make a donation. Please
call (206) 292-6500 to make an

ins, nothing."
So,in an attempt tofind a match.

Mortekov flew to Brown's home appointment.
state of Florida
where it's more
likely thatsomeone
of similar background will be
Jan. 24, 2002 (Thurs.) @ Bates Technical
available.
College
The process to
Diversity Job Fair
join the registry is
1101 S. Yakima, Tacoma
relatively easy.
(Not Available) 253-680-7180
Contact:
Blood is taken,
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
stored in a blood
bank and run
Jan. 31, 2002 (Thurs.) @ South Seattle
through acomputer
Community College
system which deJerry Brockey Student Center
termines your eli6000 16th Aye. SW., Seattle
gibility of being a
Contact: Monica Lundberg 206-768-6750
donor.
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
An individual's
blood type must
Feb. 8, 2002 (Fri.) @ South Center Mall
match, to ensure
633 South Center Mall,Seattle
that the donation
Contact: (Not Available)206-246-7400
would not end up
12 noon-6p.m.
harmingthe donor.
To join the regFeb. 24, 2002 (Sun.) @ Kitsap Pavilion
istry, please attend
Emmanuel Apostolic Church
one of the Save
Salad Bowl Sunday
Jerry Drives or
1200 Fairgrounds Road, Bremerton
head down MadiContact: (Not Available) 360-337-7051
son Aye. to the
12 noon-6 p.m.
PugetSoundBlood

Drive Schedule

Mythology: stories seek to unite humanity through common themes
ideaof community andthe imageof later, in 2000, thenumber increased
toa staggering one outof every 1 42
elders.
people.
there
a
is
Currently,Meadesays,
going there; societyhas a cell
State, federal and local governidy for me.' Even college kids disturbingimpression of "wedon't
strained under the pressure
kids
The
mesments
get.
college
you"
is
a
know
that
can relate.Sometimes
ofhaving to accommodate82,438
prison. Everyone finds their own sage is sent, alienating kids.
"It'sasif people aregettinglocked more peopleinjail Thatcomes out
prison."
1,585 new prisoners a
"There are twomajor points that up and locked out. It's an insult to to roughly
week.
people,"
of
he
conyoung
Luis makes," Meade continued. the soul
AccordingtoJuvenile CourtSer"First, the modem world has lost cedes.
statistics, both vices, about 154 juveniles were arSecond,
Looking
at
the
community.
its sense of
the plight of youth is more differ- men's reasons to worry are justi- rested in 1995.
In 1998, the number skyrocketed
ent to a young person now than fied.
According to the Bureau of Sta- to224 juveniles.By2000, thenumwhen[we]were young. There'sno
189 arrests,
support orguidance fromelders." tistics, in1990, one outofevery 218 ber droppedslightly to
considerably
whichis
still
morethan
Both men aim to bringback the people wereincarcerated. Ten years

From front page
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Tell em girl!

From 3:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m., Rosetta

Ross-associate professor at the United
Theological Seminary
of the Twin Cities—
| wil! host "Spirit of
|Women in the Civil
|Rights Movement Presentation" in the
Wyckoff Auditorium.

Your face IS
great for

radio"
Fver heard that be

fore* wXdont
take
wartnere

wilsexyVsUß
D^Tmy are a,,
he

r som

The beat of a
different drum
From3:30p.m. to5:00
p.m. inPiggott Auditorium, you can get in on

the Taiko Workshop in
honor of International
week.
Taiko is a Japanese
drumming tradition that
was believed to drive
away evils spirits and
harmful pests and
beckonrajnto the fields,
RSVP required to
watanad@seattleu.edu

Foxy fish
Our men's and
women'sswimteamsare
once again donningtheir

Bridging the
gap
From 6:00 p.m. to 10

'Today, everything is 'down.'
When Iwas young I'dbeat someone 'up.' Now you beat them
'down.' When you wa\k, your
Your gesshoulders are 'down.'
'
finement, doing nothing creative, tures are 'down. Even the pants
according to Meade, and prison are down," Meade pointedout.
Meade says that this suggests
takesits toll on the imagination of
that today's youth carry a burden
youths.
"Prison has no imagination," he that weighsthem down. Very few
explained. "Theanswer is to imag- peoplenotice this,and fewerchose
toactonit.Butitisacausetowhich
ine things differently."
Rodriguez madethe point that in Rodriguez and Meade have dediorder to reach children, we have to cated their lives.
"Everyday you gotta fight for
welcome them instead of alienate
that cause," Rodriguez said.
them.

the 1995 average.
"Prison numbergoesup,"Meade
sadlypointed out. "Prison is a failure of imagination."
The walls of a prison, the con-

Worship and unwind
at mass m the Chapelof
St.Ignatius at 11a.m.or

p.m. students should
bring $5 to Campion
Ballroom for the 25th 9 p.m.
Annual International
Dinner "Living in HarmOny: Weare theBridge
i..-« QO
#i«»II
JUST
to Peace." All other
guests will be charged
$10 perperson.
You know you really
want to help others but
you just keep putting it
rirlc
vains nn
on nirl<s
hims- off Today is tne day to
What S not TO
set aside one hour from
like?
homework and TVdazingand goregister at the
Besides the fact that PugetSoundBloodCenour women'sbasketball ter. Saving a life will
teamis blank inthe divi- mean more in the long
sion. Cheer themon at 7 run than an Aon your

Read a book,listen to
somemusic, orbetteryet,
spend the afternoon
vegging out in front of
the tube— after all your
homework has been
done of course.
Think there's nothing
good don the tube? Well
grab your buttered popcorn and kick up your
sockedfeet for thesefantastic flicks:
From 5 p.m. til 7:30
p.m. on TBSyour favorite middle-aged psychotic woman-Sharon
Stone, you bad children-is doing crazy

"£«-*-£
;,:
-c"..«*
ffjrae "c"^ s t"e
«*£££*
matioL
e

t

session

rnlonHown-

versity at 6 p.m. in the

ConnollyCenter.

against University of

Alaska-Fairbanks.

366-2831

ext.

1897

Working class

Just relax for
a change

Starting the
week off right

to

make an appointment.

Fever.It'slitethe weekend neverended.

"
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the Career Develpment Center ASSU
d Albers Placement
Center wil host Effec
Resume Writing
Thecost-fteeprogram
be provi(Jed in
Stimson Room of the
LsmieuxLibTary-

£
a^

,

.

Hieeee-ya.

Mo' money!
Work
Club and the Departmentof Public Administration will host Career Night at5:30 p.m.
in me stimson Room
oftheLemieux Library.
For more information
please contact (206)
296-5460.

Stroking for
Cash all day
lon9

From4:OOp.m.tos:3o
Come help the crew
p.m. in the Quiet Exercisc Room of the club raise money for
Connolly Center, a the,r spring season.
wholebunch ofsweetass They will be rowingon
kickers will be pract.c- ergome ters or don.-
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cybermek@yahoo.com.

thesehardbod.es pulse
and flex.
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SU sports profile: Todd Schilperoort, Director of University Sports
Austin Burton
Sports Editor
In his second year as Director of
University Sports at SU, Todd
Schilperoort has seen both success
and struggle when it comes to SU
sports. He's seen the soccer and
swimmingprogramscontinue their

winning ways, and teams like volleyball and men's basketball fight
through some tough times.
A Seattle native, Schilperoort

helped lead the Seattle Pacific
University soccer team to two
nationaltitlegames asa player,and

playedprofessionally for theSeattle
Sounders before earning his
master's degreeinSports Administration from University of Washington.

Spectator: What is your role as
Director of UniversitySports?
I oversee all of the sports and
recreation on campus. From
intramurals and club sports, to
leisure education to our
intercollegiate program.
Spec: As of today,what is SU's
status as far as NAIA or NCAA
affiliation?
This academicyearis our last in
the NAIA. Next year we'llbe an
active member of the NCAA's

Division H. We're a provisional
member right now, and this is our
fourth and final year of the
provisionalmembershiptrialperiod.

Spec: What was the process of
moving fromNAIA to NCAA?

attractiveto faculty, staff, students
and ourcommunity. And thereason
Ithink it has to be our flagship is
allow is sometimes different. But
because it's thetradition that putus
it's not just what they allow that
yousay they're betterthanlastyear? on the map. Youcan go to any city
Easily. That's what's really inthe countryand ask 'Who'sEddie
matters. What we look at is our
changed;The tensionof winningis O'Brien?' And if they don't know
conference. Ifyou pick a sport and
say, 'What do the better teams in for a national title.The womenare there.
Eddie you can say, 'Who's Elgin
Baylor?' Basketball put us on the
our conference have in
scholarships?' that's how we look
Spec: Are you concerned about
map.
at it. And in some cases that has
But go to any city outside of
the soccer and swimming
Seattle, like Portland or Spokane
meant that we've asked for more
programs taking a step back
and ask them who won the 1997
scholarships, particularly in
once competitionimproves?
basketball.
I
hope that those willcontinue to soccer championship. Do you think
Youcould compete as a Division
be strong programs for us. The they'll know? The popular appeal
IIschool with very few basketball
challengeisthataswemoveforward for basketball is greater.
toDivision 11,across theboardthere
Now, I'm a soccer guy, so ifyou
scholarships. It would be suicidal to
do that, and you wouldn't beat
are a lot of needs; some of them ask me whatwouldIlike tohave I'd
facilities, some of them staffing, say soccer, but that's not a reality.
anybody,but you can do that.
The philosophical question is
some of them operating budget,
We could have great soccer
some of those scholarships.
programand Idon't think it would
what do you want from your athletic program?And we'vechosen
And sometimesit'sdifferent for have the magnitude that a great
JEREMY EDWARDS/ PHOTO EDITOR
to be competitive. And in order to
each sport. One sport may need basketball program wouldhave.
Schilperoort inhisoffice.
do that, the teams need equitable
more attention in facilities, where
resources
another may need more Spec: What other programs will
in the top two or three, and they scholarships. But when youlook at be challenged by the move?
Spec: Are there any new
should be right there.
the collective,its very difficult to
Thesport that weface the biggest
None ofour other programs have give everybody what they need challenge in is tennis. The closest
programs that may beadded?
We ye added a track and field that level of competitive success immediately. It's forced the Uni- tennis school in Division II is
program, but the reality is it's an yet. Cross Country has improved. versity to prioritize.
Montana-Billings. Next to them,
extensionofcross
We want to you pretty much have to get down
keep our strong into California to play a regular
country. It's open
to any track
programs strong, season. Now, there's a host of
programs are strong and
athlete, but it's
but we know the schoolsaroundherewhoplaytennis,
going to be a
right for
then
entertain flagshipprogram but why have a Division IIprogram
program with a
has got to be if you just play Division 111 and
sports.
distanceemphasis
the consideration of new
basketball. So NAIA teams?
Cross country
we're making
The other challenge is that we
runners have that
not in
near future.
sure thatprogram only have outdoor courts. That
window
of
has the resources makes recruiting a challenge, andit
'
competitioninthe fall,andifthere's Women s basketbal1has madegreat it needs to be at the top of the make teams from California not
'
not anofficialtrack program,there' s stridesthis year. Volleyballis much conference soon.
wanttocome hereand play.They re

Spec: Will the move affect
scholarships?
Itcan. WhattheNAIAandNCAA

is from 1997, in men's soccer. So
there is a tradition of success in
soccer that we'recarrying forward.
Swimming has also had a high
level of competitive success.
Currently the men are ranked
numberone and willbe contending

If our

su,

But it's

nothing for them in the spring.By
When Father Sullivan was here making track and fieldwhat we've
as president, the first move was to done is create equity for our cross
Division111. When Father Sundborg country runners, because now they
began his term, a group asked for actually have an off-season in the
him toreconsider. Butthespearhead spring. That is a change that we
reajly wasDr.NancyGerou.Ifthere needed to make so that our cross
wasreally one person who was car- country runners have a good develrying the torch, it was her.
opment program like every other
When we decided to move to school.
Division IIwe didso in thePacific
West Conference. We were there Spec: What aboutclub sports
for two years until 10 of the core like crew or baseball? Will they
members of the PacWest dissolved bemade into varsity sports any
their membership and joined time soon?
togetherto formtheGreatNorthwest
There appears tobe a good bitof
interest,but we'renot at a level yet
Athletic Conference.
wherethe teams we alreadyhave [at
varsity] are well taken care of.
Spec: What willchange when
Adding teams would furtherlimit
the school moves up to Division
II?
resources,so why do that? Ifyou're
The biggest change is that our not providing the basic needs of
postseason opportunities will your teams, why addanothersoyou
happen through the NCAA. When water it down even further?
It's not that they're not good
you think about 'What do we have
to do toget to the post season?' you sports, its not that they're not
look at the NAIA criteria.Because valuable to us, but I think good
evenif we had a perfect record, we budget management mandates that
don'thave the rights and privileges youdo whatyou dowell first.Ifour
ofNCAA membership yet. A lot of programs are strong and it's right
ourschedulingpartners willchange. for SU, then we wouldentertain the
We had local competition with consideration of new sports. But
NAIA schools. To a large degree it's not in ournearfuture. We have
that willgo away,and we'llhave to to take care of what we have first.
replace those games with Division
II institutions. But when you're Spec: What has pleased you the
Division 11. youhave to be among most in your tenure here?
the best on the West Coast to go to
The two programsthat stand out
the playoffs. Andsonow instead of are soccer and swimming.
The women's soccer team narthe NAIA looking at us in
comparison to Concordia, Simon rowly missed the national tournaFraser,Evergreenand those,they're ment this year,and the men madeit
going to say, 'How are you com- and upset the number four-ranked
pared to the nine other schools in team.That's obviously a strongproyour conference?"
gram.AndtheonlyNationalChampionship we have at this institution

it's

we'd

our

more competitive than they werea
year ago, and with a very young
team.

Ithink men's basketball will be
making somesignificant strides very
soon. You don't see it in the win/
loss column yet, but this year can

not going to

spend all that money

Spec: Why basketball?
and miss class time and then we
It's the one thing that can be can't playbecause it's raining.

you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].

Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
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Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take,
4,3, and 2 year Nursing Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for more information.
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drop to 9th in GNAC beforeJour-game road trip
Redhawks
1
From page

-al times while both teams traded
momentum. NNU heldthe upper
hand early on, after Cooprider hit
a three-pointerjust eight seconds
into the game,and two
minutes laterflipped a
behind-the-back pass to
forward James Thomas
for a dunk that gave
NNU a 10-6 lead.

SU took their first lead
with 14:31 to play in the

half after junior Darnell
Lyons scored on a short
jumper, but never led by
more than threeafterthat.
Trailingby seven with
three minutes to go in the
half,the Redhawks came

back

to tie

test of our level

pulled down 10 and 11 rebounds, rebounds, while freshman Andy
respectively.
Bloom shot just 2-for-8 and scored
Lyons finished with 22 points five points.
TheRedhawks bench playersacand a season-high 14 rebounds for
counted for just nine
points between them,
ed by freshman Kyle
Vessey's five. The
Crusaders bench accounted for 12 points.
Today
the
ledhawks are in Anhorage, Alaska, preparing toface theUniversityofAlaska-Anchorage tonight and

serve guard Tyler Jeans
hit a three-pointer with
three seconds left to put
theCrusaders up37-34 at
halftime.
After the cold streak,
which openedup the secondhalf,put themin a 17point hole, theRedhawks
fell behindby as much as
19 on two separate occa-

foot-6seniorpostplayerJohnEarly
(16.9 points, 8.4 rebounds).

from behind."
Alaska-Anchorage is 4- 12on the
season (4-3 GNAC), and is led by
Peter Bullock, a 6-foot-6 sophomore forward who averages 17.8
points per game and 8.5 rebounds.
Their next leading scorer is sixthman Cody Gallatin,a 5-foot- 1Ojunior guard who averages9.1 points.
The Seawolves are coming off
three consecutive defeats, includinga95-64 drubbing at thehands of

frontcourts looks to be a challenge
for the Redhawks, who's tallest
—
players 6-foot-7 Ed McLaughlin
—
and 6-foot-6PhilAurand haverecently fallen out of therotation as a
consequence of Callero' s preference for a smaller, quicker lineup.
"An advantageof havingheight
overquickness is that when height
gets tiredit'sstill tall,"Callerosaid.
"When quickness gets tired its not

SPU on Saturday and a 87-67 loss

the University of
Alaska-Fairbanks on
Saturday. The team
then comes home for
two days before leaving for another twogame swing at #10ranked Humboldt

it before re-

of concentration," Nanooks in scoring, followed by6-

Callero said."We've got to beable
to get off to a better start and build
a leadinsteadof constantly playing

to Western Washington last

Thurs-

day.

Alaska-Fairbanks (2-14, 0-7
GNAC) is as the bottom of the
league, and has lost six in a row.
They are coming off of an embar-

rassing 101-59 loss

to

WWU on

Saturday.

State University on
Jan. 31 and at West-

Facing two teams with sizable

so quick."
The Redhawks are still alive in
their bid for aNAIA playoff spot,
but must turn aroundtheir fortunes
on the roadin order to build some
momentum for the postseason.

"We've played the best

Six-foot-two junior guard Steve
ern Oregon Univer- Towne (17.0 points) leads the
sity on Feb. 2. SU's
next home game isn't
King of the Jungle
Northwest Nazarene 's Michael Gely grabs one of his untilFeb. 7,when they
junior
Redhawks'
forwardDarnell Lyons has scored 20 or
sevenrebounds asDarnellLyons(35) andBryanPeterson face #8-ranked Seattle
points
more
in seven ofhis 10 games this season:
sions during the second (33) look on. Gely also had 14 points and two blocked Pacific University.
The Redhawks are
half. Callero called for a shots in theCrusaders' 82-73 win.
Opponent
Date
Points
Result
0-10 on the road this
full-court press with about
12/15/01 vs. Humboldt State
22
L71-74
9:00 to go, which helpedSU battle SU, but made only eight of his 22 year, including an 0-4 record on
12/19/01 at Northwest Nazarene
21
L57-62
L 79-91
back to within six points with 22 field goal attempts. Peterson and neutral courts. The programhas not
12/22/01 at Pacific Lutheran
20
seconds remaining,but that was as point guard Brian Johnson both won on the road since Dec. 9 of
L 60-72
12/28/01 vs. Lewis-ClarkState
20
scored 16 points and pulled down 2000, when they defeated North01/03/02 at Western Washington
29
L 84-86
close as they would get.
AllfiveCrusaders' startersscored fiverebounds apiece,withPeterson west College in Kirkland, Wash.,
31/12/02 vs.Central Washington
24
W 83-73
in double figures, while Thomas distributing a team-high five as- for theironly road win last season.
L 73-82
31/19/02 vs.Northwest Nazarene 22
and junior forward Kevin Richard

sists. Enfield pulled down seven
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teams

and lost by two, and we've played
crappy teams and got beaten by
thirty," Enfield said."It's all about
us playing together and comingout
ready to play."

SEAI24
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shouldn't involve

a price tag
BY AMITY EGGE

Staff Writer

Access to Justice Institute
offers practical experience
to SU's law students while
allowing them to become
habituated to working for
social justice.

being a lawyer or about the law is one thing, but to see it in action is
another," Harbottle said. "I see the clients walk in and they have such a
scared andconcerned look on theirfaces. When they walk [getacquitted],
Icanseea change in their face."
One particularpoignant moment that Harbottle will never forget was
when she watcheda lawyerhelp aman who was trying to regaincustody

of his daughter. The lawyers at the legal clinic cannot represent their
clients in court, but they give them advice on how to handle cases. She
believes that offering clients adviceis enough to really make a difference
—
in people's lives the difference betweenliving with your daughter or
having her live far away from you.
Although there are many agencies to volunteer for, apopular agency
thatstudentsbecome involvedwithisthe DepartmentofYouthService for
the KingCounty JuvenileCourt. Here, students work on diversion panels
which aim to make juvenile offenders accountable for their actions while
keepingthemout ofthe court system, andusually out ofprisonlater inlife.
On the panels, studentsreview case histories and police reports and meet
with juveniles and their parents. In this way, volunteershere are helping
their communities both in the present and in the future.
Another opportunity to helpyouth turn their lives aroundis in the King
County Drug Court, where Lauren Lendzion, a first year law student,
volunteers. She decided withinherfirst week at school thatshe wanted to
volunteerfor anorganizationthroughATJIbecauseshe wantedto become
moreinvolved with the community. Shechose the drugcourt specifically
because it dealt withyouth.

"[Drug Court]
combines a support
system with intense

Because Jesuits think
mandatory volunteerismis an
inherent contradiction, SU's
SchoolofLaw doesnot require
students to volunteer. In fact,
it is the only law school in
Washington State that does
not

require some

sort

treatment which is

helping these
youths
'
so theydon t getstuck
in the system at such
a young age,"
Lendzion
said.
She recently
began working on a
survey of the parents
and the youth
involved with Drug
Court. She has been
receiving feedback on
how well theprogram
is working and on
what improvements
need tobe made. She
also attends court
each week where the

of

volunteerwork asagraduation

requirement.
However, that just means

that whenSU law students do
choose to help their
community and fellow
humans, it is volunteerism
from the heart. Through
Access to Justice Institute
(ATJI), lawstudents are able
to practically put their
education to work for those
whoare inneed oflegal help.ATJI providesa place for
those who are interested in helping others applyand expand their skills.
Volunteers work with local agenciesand organizations that are focused
on providingjustice to the low-income community and underprivileged
minorities. ATJI operatesonthe assumption that every person,nomatter
what their income or race, has a right to legal representation.
And just because volunteeringis not enforced whichis in itself a
—
contradicationin terms it does not mean that there is a lack of interest
in ATJI. In its inaugural 1999 to 2000 academicyear, ATJI placed 175
student volunteers with 35 different organizationsserving thelocal legal
needs the Seattle community. Last year, ATJI placed 194 student
volunteers with 44 different organizations.
ATJI alsostrives to be aresource to thelawcommunityinitself, apart
from enablingvolunteers.Since its inception,therehave been twoannual
spring symposiums covering the future of technologyin law and the
definitionof thepractice oflaw. This spring,the Seattle JournalofSocial
Justice will make its debut as a tool to track contemporarysocial justice
issues for law practitioners and academics.
Over halfof the volunteers were first and second year students, and
volunteering helped to give them direction and experience. Some
students go intolawschool not knowing very muchabout public interest
law, and ATJI serves as a better reference than any book or classroom
lecture.
One suchfirst yearlaw student is Adrienne Harbottle whovolunteers
for the KingCounty Bar Associationin the NeighborhoodLegal Clinic.
She attributes herconfidence in wanting to be a lawyer toher experience
gained as a volunteer.
"I knew the law was for me, but everyone has doubts. After
volunteeringIrealize Idon'thaveany doubtsabout becominga lawyer,"
she said.
Also, many students enter law school with the mind frame of
becoming lawyers for private law firms. ATJI works to reveal the
opportunities and satisfaction gained in serving the public.
"Beingin my first year, Ijust wanted to be exposedtoany typeoflaw
atmosphere. The legal clinic lets me meet many different lawyers and,
in turn, Ihelp others. Itis really a win-win situation for me," Harbottle
added.
Volunteeringnot onlyhelps studentsapplypracticeto theory, ithelps
them to see real emotions in real people who are struggling with the

JUSTICE

—

juveniles report to a judge and a court team about their recent actions and
problems.
Lendzion hopes to become a judge oneday, but for now she enjoys
helping youth while working to become a lawyer. Of course, she also
enjoys the experience of doingrealwork such as filingand typingyouth
case management plans that she gains through volunteering.

Courtesy of
www.seattleu.edu/features/
KellyeTesty, co-founder ofATJI.

to educate students about
opportunities in the law
community, mainly in public
service law aimed at providing
legal services to the low-income
community.
Christine Crowell replaced
David Boerner in 2000 as the
director of the Institute. Crowell
had been a single woman on
welfare at one point in her life.
With the help of a social worker
shebegangoingto the University
of Washington's Law School
where she became interested in
public servicelaw.Crowell began
her subsequentlaw career at the
Fremont Public Association's
Welfare Advocacyprogram. She
then served as a public service
counselor in Seattle for several
agencies.
WhenCrowell foundtheopen
position at the ATJI, she knew
the job was perfect for her.
Through ATJI, she could apply
her expertise and interest in
providingjustice to thepoor while
educating students about public
service law. Despite her
enthusiasm and hopes, Crowell
resignedlast fall due to a family
healthcrisis.
SudhaBakerfilledthedirector
position in December 2001 and
has been adjusting to her new
job.

Meanwhile,

after founding
ATJI, Kellye
Testy began
focusing her
attention on
furthering the
growth of the
original
program. She
decided to
create
an

interdisciplin a r y
journal
written by
professors
and
professionals
around the
country

TURN OVER AND EXPANSION

Founded by Associate
Professors of Law Kellye Testy
andDavidBoernerin 1999,ATJI
has grownimmensely,expanding
its wingspan to incorporate the
hottest topics in public interest
law through various avenues.
However, in the beginning they
judicial system.
goal ofcombining
"Ireally wantedto dosomethingbesidesschoolwork.Tolearnabout
wledge and skills of the

■simple

School of Law to the statewide
web of organizations and law
clinicscalledtheAccess toJustice
Network. The Access to Justice
Network was created out of the
need to fill the growing gap of
funding and representation in the
justice systemfor themiddleclass
and the poor.
TestyandBoerner alsowanted
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and

editedbystudents. Testy believed
that thejournal wouldexpandthe
"think-tank" of ATJI, while
keepingpeople updated on the
latest developments in public
interest law.
Convincing people that the
journal would work took Testy
some time,but hersheeventually
succeeded. Students applied for
managing positions of the SJSJ
last spring, and the first issue is

Features
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SaraBader / Features Editqß

MORE ABOUT ATJI
Since its foundation in 1999,
the Access to Justice Institute has
flourished into a holistic and
innovative program that unites
students, faculty and a web of legal
organizations in the community.

program,

"When Bias Compounds:
Insuring Equal Justice for Women
ofColor in the Courts," which was
sponsoredby the Washington State

With student volunteers as its
linchpin, the Institute has gained

recognition for being a think tank
because it combines the idealism
present equally in both academia
and inlaw students for theresultof

Allof the student

social justice becoming a reality.
BasedupontheSchool ofLaw's
core values, the ATJI aims "to
prepareits students for a lifetime of
service for justice...by nurturing a
commitment on the part of all
members of the law school
communityto the serviceof justice
for all," according to its mission

staff members Vvave

been planning the
ideas, process,

anc
publication with three
faculty advisors from
the School ofLawfor
almost a year now
The first issue
SARABADER/ FEATURESEDITOR
includes pieces from:
Alice Walker, authorof TheColor
Purple;" Howard Zinn, a US
historian who currently teaches
history at Boston University; and
Barbara Ehrenreich, a politica
essayist and social critic

SEATTLE
JOURNAL FOR
SOCIAL JUSTICE

THE

statement.

Like many of the programs in

the Schoolof Law, such as theLaw
Practice Clinic, the ATJI has high
ideals and expansivegoals such as

'

fostering social justice through
According to third-year law
Sara bader / Features editc*
variousprogramsand seminars.The
studentDavidaFinger,SJSJ'sEdito
expansive goals are aimed at
involving more of the legal
Mission: "To promote critical interdisciplinary in Chief, the journal will be
Supreme Court Gender and Justice
accessible to the law community
community byreachingout of state
Commissionand the Minority and discussions on urgent problems
social justice, meaningful
toconnect variousparts ofthejustice
in its messages, anc
Justice Commission.
including
exploring
often-conflicting
meanings
thought provoking in its content
the
system to the ideas and discussion
"
In the fallof 2001,ATJIcreated
"Journals in general are an
of social justice.
justice that arise in a diverse society.
a visiting attorney program. The
way to communicate
important
ATJI has held two annual
program has brought two public
symposiums and has another one
willbepeer ideas. Andlookingatdifferent way
profession.
journal
The
Seattle
Journal
for
Social
The
interest attorneys onto campus:
planned for this spring. These
(SJSJ) is an academic reviewed by faculty from Seattle to achieve social justice i
Mark Chapmanof the LegalAction Justice
symposiums have brought together
Finger said
University.Thoseinvolvedwiththe important,"
Center andKirn Ambrosefromthe componentto ASJI.It waslaunched
Network,
to
She
added
that
the journal aim
the Access
Justice
creation of the journal hope to
Society of Counsel Representing by Associate Professor Kellye
academics, the judiciary, members
Testy,whois aco-founder of ASJI, eventually include faculty from atinfluencing thetraditional forum
Accused Persons. The ATJI is
of the private bar and community compensating
and the first issue is set to debutin other universities in the peer of law with the energy of socia
part of their salary
organizations. The symposiums
spring. Testyhopes that it will be a reviewingprocess. SJSJ will also justice. By presenting differen
for them to work part time with
have provided both speakers volunteerstudents through the ATJI twice-yearly publication. Its main be student edited. Last spring, 22 theoriesof social justice,shehope
engagedin social justiceissues with
purpose is to investigate social students werechosen from the pool the SJSJ will helppeople in thelaw
office.
an open forum for discussion of
to
on the editing community keep justice in mind
Kirn Ambrose applied forthe job justice from a number of different of applicants work
important topics emerging in the
The journal will not have any
perspectives
journal.
as
well
as approaches board
of
the
this fall because she thought that the
biases, since the authors will
area oflaw.
particular
achieving
justice
Third-year-law
of
social
in
the
student
Alison
position wouldgiveher an opportunity
Killebrew, who is the Managing come from various sources, but will
The most recent symposium, to enrich the community andinvolve community.
January,
heldlast
wastheNorthwest
The journal will be written by Editor ofSJSJ applied because she presentcreativewaysof thinking about
students. She has launched a new
justice.Fingermentionedthat the journal
Regional Association of American project
called The Immigrant Child academics and professionals, just saw an opportunity to be a part of
Law Schools "Equal Justice
could possibly include some student
journal.
something
productive
creative and
Advocacy Project. With the help of like any other academic
later, once the journal has
Colloquium." This presented ATJI
pieces
However,
will
cover
a
in
an
journal
justice.
the
effort toachievesocial
ATJI and her own organization,
underway.
Smith-Casern,
gotten
with the opportunity to begin
to
a
variety
subjects
pertaining
of
Veronica
also thirdAmbrose has been working with
discussions among the legal
The journal will be community
justice, making it year law student, is a Recent
social
helpimmigrant
volunteerstudents to
community and the law school
oriented
and distributed locally to the
interdisciplinary
appealing
Development
applied
and
to
Editor.
She
abused,
community fromfivedifferentstates. children who have been
community
to
saw the legal
and
peoplepracticing
studying
job
both
and
for
the
because
she
neglected, or abandoned to obtain
universities.
ATJI also took part in the pilot
to
as
a
to
carry
journal
way
law
and
those
outside
of
the
law
on
the
permanen legal residence.

of

of
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Women's basketball has winning streak
snapped in loss to Northwest Nazarene
Redhawks come up short on the road despite 17from Welton
CARL BERGQUIST

47 turnovers and a whopping 57
"It hurt us depth-wise [to bench thebench's 12points
fouls,
Lloyd],"
to
SU did whatithasdone all season
which sent both teams the
Cox said.
SU looks forward to this weekpeople
stepped
against NNU.
lineforan astounding70free throws.
other
ends
home games.
"But some
played
and
well."
up
Sophomore forwardLeahWelton
"Our focus is taking the other
team
of
"Two
wins this weekend will
advantage
Neither
took
led the Redhawks (9-6, 4-3 in the team out of their offense," senior the free shots, though,hitting only
SU came out hot in the second moveus into a tie for third (inthe
half,scoring six points in a row.
division)," Cox said.
Great Northwest Athletic Confer- co-captainBridgetteTakeuchisaid. 59 percent from the stripe.
ence) as theydefeatedSaintMartin 's
"[Free throws] haven't been a
The followingconference matchBut NNU responded with 12-0
The Redhawks play tonight at 7
CollegelastThursday beforelosing up didn't fair as well for the natural strength," SU head coach run of their own.
p.m. at the ConnollyCenter'sNorth
to Northwest Nazarene University Redhawks, as they traveled to Dave Cox said. "A lot of that is
Minutes later the Redhawks Court as they take on Alaska UniNampa,Idaho, to take on NNU.
two days later.
confidence and focus."
claimed a three-point lead, 50-47, versity-Anchorage and Saturday
Welton scored a career-high 19
Welton again recorded a teamThe team battled without the as- but that would be their lastlead as when they faceanother Alaskan foe
points and snaggedsevenrebounds high 17 points for the second con- sistanceofLloyd,as she was sitting theCrusaders wentona 20-6run to in Alaska University-Fairbanks in
against SMC.
secutive game, and added nine out the first of a two game suspen- close out the game andseal a 67-56 two conference games.
victory.
TheSaintsblastedout ofthegates, rebounds.
sion.
Alaska-Anchorage is 4-12 this
in
two
Theloss was only theRedhawks' season,and0-7inGNACplay.They
games
jumping on top with a 15-7 lead in
performance
Lloyd's
Her
the
absence didn't diminish
improved her season averages to the Redhawksin the first half.
the first five minutes.
second in eight games.
have lost five straight games.
Young and freshman Mariko
SU kept it closebefore going on 10.9 points and 5.4 rebounds per
SU never trailed by more than
Alaska-Fairbanksis 11-5 and5-2
an 8-0 run to put them up, 26-21.
game,whichputs her second on the fourandheadedintothelockerroom Trias both added 10 points in the in league. They have won two in a
contest, with Trias racking up 10of row, bothovertime victories.
The Saints clawed back and team to Llyodin both categories.
tied with NNU, 29-29.
Lloyd is averaging
headedinto the locker room down
three,33-30.
16.2 points and 7.6
Team effort:
Saint Martin's grabbed a three- rebounds.
However, SU could
pointlead with 5:30left in thegame
During the Redhawks' recent four-game winning streak, the team was led in scoringby three
to take their first leadof the half.
not make up fora strong
different players:
With 2:45 left, the Redhawks showing by NNU's
wererepeatedly fouled and sent to bench,whichoutscored
Opponent
Leading scorer
Date
Points
Result
the line where they converted on its starters 42-25.
was
eight of eight free throws andheld
SU
alsohindered
up a strong defensive intensity that bya3 lpercentshooting
01/05/02 at Central Washingotn
Cal-Jean Lloyd
19
W 68-67
didn't allow another point to pick performance from the
01/10/02 vs. Western Washington
Cal-Jean Lloyd
22
W 82-63
field.
up the conference victory,64-56.
vs.
01/12/02
Humboldt State
Marisa Young &
Cal-Jean Lloyd added 14 points
The game saw a
four steals.

Staff reporter

.

and upstart guard Marisa Young ruggedbattle where the
added 10 points, four assists and twoteamscombinedfor

01/17/02

Leah Welton
Leah Welton

at Saint Martin's

13
19

W 67-60
W 64-56

" Are you unsure about what major
to choose?

"
4

" Are you considering
a double major, second major or minor?

Would more information about job opportunitiesin a major help?
" not sure where to start?

If so, Mark your calendar for

T/le Acfrfemic Wfrjcrs T^ir
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6TH, 11.30 A.M.
IN THE PIGOTT

- 1.30

P.M.

ATRIUM

What is a majors fair?

-

The Majors Fair is an event designed to make the process of choosing a major easier
by gathering faculty
representatives from all of Seattle University's academic majors in a central location, at a convenient time. Come and
learn more about that major you're considering, like what kind of courses are offered, what essential skills you'll gain or
what kind of job opportunities are out there.

Who's coming tothis event?

"
"

Faculty members representing all Seattle University undergraduate major programs
The Career Development Center

— offering mini-sessions on how to begin the decision making process.

WHO CAN I CONTACT IF IHAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FAIR?
Jenn Tufano, at 296-5790 or email tufanoj@seattleu.edu, or Kathryn Carson at 296-5429 or email kcarson@seattleu.edu.

Come get informed and enjoy the refreshments! See you at the fair!
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Olympic games more than just a dream
each and everyone we wish a sin- pete in or what country the repre- a largepartof themselves into what people out there are taking what
cere "Good Luck," and may the sent, have something in common. they do. For most there is a lot of there is for their sport now and
They are all united in something natural talent; but that alone does transforming into something new.
best athlete win.
For me, these
They are setting a
Olympics mean
new standard of
more than just
excellence. It's not
watching some
an easy thing to be
and every competitor out there,
matter what done, so my heart
team from a
country where I
goes out to all
SPORT THE COMPETE IN OR WHAT COUNTRY THE REPRESENT,
have never been
competitors and I
wishthem the best.
compete in a
ARE ALL UNITED IN
HAVE SOMETHING IN COMMON.
know
sport that I
And for anyone
nothing about. It
who has everbeen
SOMETHING GREATER THAN WE CAN TRULY UNDERSTAND.
is a time when I
told that you can't
ERICA DIETZ
willkeeptrack of
make it,ifyouhave
Sports Columnist
the individualcompetitions
greater than we can truly under- not make great athletes.
determination and love for what
Greatathletes are those withheart, you are doing than anything is
These 2002 WinterGames mean stand.
All the athletes out there have put soul, and determination. These possible.
"Know that you have untapped more tome than watchingas somepowers within you. That you must one else'sdreamsareeitherattained
use them, even if you can get by or lost; these games wereonce the
without trying. Thatyoualone must games of my dreams.
Although Ioften wonder the inset your own standard of excel"
evitablewhat i/questions,I
am not
lence.
— VardaOne
hung up on not beingthere to com-

Each

no

THEY

Apply to be a 2002

pete.
Instead,Iwilland have done the
researchtolearnaboutthecompetitors.Iwill wait see theresults ofall

Hardwork, time,dedication,passion, desire, injury, and a dream.
What do all of these have in common?
Itis whatunites theOlympicathletes together.
The Olympic Games is a very
special thing; it's a timewhen dif-

thewomen'sfreestyleskating competitions, without the question of
wherewill I
be running through my
head.

Iwanttosee who mycompetition
ference in race, religion, sex, would have been; Iwant to see
ethnicity,andcreed canbe put aside where Ithink Iwould have placed;
to celebrate somethingmuch larger. but more importantlyIwant to see
It is a timeforathletesfromall over where my friends and colleagues
the world togathertogether incom- place.
Iknow that Iam not out there on
petitionfor the greatergoodof their
the ice worrying about my triple
lutz-triple,toe-loopcombinationor
my butterfly-flying camel into a
back sit spin combo, but they will
be.
Every athlete at these gameshave
given upso muchofthemselvesfor

sport.

Inless than 16 days the opening
ceremony will begin at Salt Lake
City, Utah. A place that is not too
far away from us geographically;
but forthe athletes whogatherthere,
ithas been a long, hard road to get
there.

the love of their

sport, but

espe-

cially these girls and guys.
I
know thisbecause of the yearsI
spent waking upat four in the morning and practicing for hoursbefore
school and then againafter as well.
Iknow they deserve to be there
because Isaw theheart and dedication they put into skating that
changedit from just a sport into an
art form as we grew up competing
against one another.
Each and every competitor out
there,nomatter whatsportthecom-

Itis where theygo toeither fulfill
a dreamor return home once more

with nothing more than memories.
Memories toretire to or thatinspire
them to workharderuntiltheir next

chance to prove themselves in another fouryears.
This is an opportunity that anyone from anywhere can appreciate
and understand.
This is why our hearts go out to
the many womenandmen whowill
be competing in these games. To

Orientation Advisor
— '""
" ■■ ■■
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AY

Help New Students,
Gain Leadership Skills,
& HAVE FUN!
We are looking for:
«»

Enthusiam,
Willingness to learn,

JCCICSEHODQBB3iEHE3S
"^^■^^■[^■■^K!^
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Creativity,YOU!!

...X^m
.';.y'fe> ~3

Applications Available:
at www.seattleu.edu/student/newstudent

'U^TA^'■^llj^^

New Student Pr°g rams (SUB 207)>
lhe Otrcc of Minority Student Affairs,
The International Student Center,
The Collegia, Residence Hall Front Desks,
The Campus Assistance Center
Optional Information Session:
Thursday, Jan. 24th at 4:3opm
1891 Room, Bellarmine Hall

'

Due: February 12, 2002 by 4:3opm
New Student Programs Office, SUB 207
Questions? Call 296-2825 or email
newstudent@seattleu.edu

**

Wonderful views of the city and mountains
**Beautiful courtyard terrace and garden
**Quality designer interior color schemes and
SPRINGDREAKO2

.

.

finishes throughout
**Kitchens with natural wood stained cabinets,
frost-freerefrigerators, self-cleaning ovens.
built in microwaves, and dishwashers

--^^

**Washer and dryer in every unit
**High speed internet access, satellite,and cable
TV available.
**Patio or Juliet window planters
**Keyless entry system with video interface
♥♥Exercise
center onsite
♥♥Underground
all reserved parking

I

*~* BPq-2COUNC|t

Vantage Park
At First Hill

Fax:206.381.5876

COtmCILTBAVELXDM

Prices include round-tripair, accommodations andmay include ground transportation Rales
All prices arebased on airfare trom SEA. Prices do notinclude taxes

Call for our Move In Specials!
Leasingoffice: 206.381.5878

1011 KastTerrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122

are subiect to cnange without notice

Luxury Condo style at apartment prices!
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Visit our website:
www.vantageparkapts.com
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SU Photographer brings India to Kinsey
SEAN REID

tered walking throughthecitiesand
outlying areas.
"Itis sucha visualchallenge when
you go into India because of how
Long, canoe-like boats migrate muchchaos thereis with all the dirt
out of an opaque fog toward the and peoplemoving," Kapahi said.
A&E Editor

stone steps of an Indianshore.
Next to the vista scene, a stem-

looking man with a gray stubbleof
a beardstands for a photo.
These two images complement
the varied perspective of India in

the Seattle University Kinsey
Gallery's exhibit photography Impressions ofIndia.
The exhibit features a series of
black-and-white shots taken bySU
photographer, AnilKapahi during
his travels to the Asian country.

plicity rather than inposes," hesaid.
"There's a certain moment when
theirpersonality disappears andyet
something revealing (happens)."
Another photograph in the exhibit displays abird sitting ona wire

has been generally positive,
Kapahireported.

He has met a
lot of students
thathave been to

His goal has been to capture

whilea trainrushes pastunderneath India, and mem-

people "as they are" and not in any

it. Kapahi confides that the picture bers of the
was entirelyan accident,and thathe university's

semblanceof a pose.
Toaccomplishthis,Kapahishoots
his subjects in areas with amorphous backgrounds,i.e.ones without horizontal or vertical distrac-

at first didn'tknow the train was

coming whenhe snappedhis camera.
"You never quite notice what

Calcutta club
have also been
attracted to the

show.

tions, like towers or

With his

poles.

exhibit.

He also adjusts his
camera so that the person in the foreground

Kapahi

hopes that

comes out distinctly
Kapahi has ventured to India in sharp, while whatever
'95, '96, and '01 where he photo- liesbehindthemremains
graphedinthecitiesofNorth Delhi, blurred.
Bombay, and most notably,
"For me,people shots
Varanasi.
are the ones Ifeel close
Varanasirepresents1,5(X
yearsofhistory that remain:
untouched,saysKapahi Thi
city isalso regarded by thi
culture as theholiestin all o
India.
"This is aland with a loto
history and not mucl
changes quickly witl
Anil Kapahi
people," Kapahi said.
photo
A
of small Indian boy
"India somehow hasbeer
standing on an empty sidewalk
able to escape what (clos<
[above)ispartoftheexhibit byAnil
neighbors)Afghanistan,Pa
shots are
Kapahi. "Forme, people
"
kistan, and Iraq wen
to,
onesI
Kapahi
close
said.
feel
through."
AnilKapahi
Most of Kapahi's photos,
you re taking.
Response to the Kinsey exhibit
are thoseof local peopleheencoun to. .they have adirectness andsim-

Scan Reid/ A&EEditor

SU Photographer Anil Kapahi (secondfrom right)
chats withattendees at "the Kinsey Gallery openingof
"Impressions ofIndia.

people in the SU community
get to see a place very much

I'm more appreciative of
what Ihave."
Kapahi says the creature
comforts Americans have
are good,but can be stifling
ifaperson stays amongthem

.

.

tion with countries like India and
Africa (which he has also visited).
Partof why Igo to the third
world is to get away from
here, but when I
comeback

all the time.
Inhis opinion,getting the
experienceof placeslike India can help one reevaluate
their perspective on the
world.Impressions ofIndia
will run at the Kinsey
GalleryuntilFebruary 28th.
The Kinsey Gallery isloAnil Kapahi
cated on the firstfloorof the
unlikethe U.S., one in whichlifeis Casey Buildingand is open Mon.
a continuing struggle.
Fri. from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1
"It's whyI
have acertainfascina- p.m. to 4 p.m.

Actual Tigers evolve with Gravelled and Green
AngelaMorel

hehas taken Tim Seely'sguitar off thatformedwhenthemembers were ferent than what we think is good
hisback andis jammingaway.His still in high school, this is notonly now."
abilityto playso many instruments inevitable,but also welcome.
Their new taste in music shines
Localalternative bandtheActual gives the band greater opportunity
"It just has to do with the music through in their new CD. It has a
Tigers opened for Idaho Saturday to play a variety of music.
more developedsound then
night at Graceland.
The Actual Tigers
their former CD, self-titled
Willis, and is easier to take
Tigers,
formerly
changed
The Actual
their name from
Willis, have been working at suc- Willis with the release of
seriously.
lyrics
and
distinct
cess foranumberof years andhave their new CD titled GravIn Gravelledand Green
upbeat rhythms have the thereis a sense that this is a
gathereda strongfanbase with their elled andGreen whichhas
eclectic melodiesand insightfullyr- earned them a good deal of
band coming into its own.
abilityto set the
ics.
radioplaying time as well as
This new found maturity
Graceland is the perfect venue aspotopening fortheCountdoesn't
stopat the CD.The
Tigers apart from the
for a band like the Actual Tigers. ing Crows on their tour this
band puts on a live show
There is a good deal of room near summer.
that is sure to get even the
REST.
most stubborn of critics to
the stage,giving fans space to jam
The name of the band is
andthe swarm of girls that hang on not all that has evolved for
succumb to the Actual Tievery note a chance to coo as the the Actual Tigers. Their
gers catchylyrics andbeats.
Although part of the
music has changed as well
guys rock away.
Tim Seely, the lead singer and as the members' musical talents we were listening to at the time," bands appeal is their introspective
guitarist forthe band,hasexcellent have developed.
Seelyadds. "Over thecourse of the and mellow lyrics these songs,perstage presence and his passion for
Joe Seely sums up the change in last five years what welistened to haps some of thebest on their CD,
themusic andlyrics, allof whichhe one word; "maturity." For a band and thought was goodis totallydif- are less impressivelive.
wrote,comesthrough in his perfor-

Staff Reporter

Their

actual

mance.
John Low, who mainlyplays the

keyboardand occasionallydabbles
ininstrumentssuch as themellotron
and the accordion,has a softer appeal than Seelybut still possesses a
great ability to draw the audience
into the music.
The bassist Max Perry has an

f^>

songs theband'stalent isunmistakable and the build up to the fastpaced,lively tunes such as "Standing By" only pumps the audience
up more.
The Actual Tigers are emerging
at a time when young bands tend to
blend together.Theirdistinct lyrics
and upbeatrhythms have theability
to set the Actual Tigers apart from
the rest.

If this band can keep their concerts lively and stray away from the
at times almost gloomy sets, then

their talent and unique sound will
quickly earn them a following that
goes beyond the local band scene.

Biblioteca de A.A. Lemieux

n
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Los recursos deinformacidnqueustedusa determinanelresultado de su trabajo. Use
nuestrosrecursos. Usenos.

a
ymas,

ease on the stage that makes him
and the Actual Tigersmore impres-

JoeSeely, arelativenewcomer to
the band, whojoinedonly twoyears
ago.is an excellentaddition to the
Actual Tigers as his musical talents
seem unlimited.One moment he is
playing the keyboard and the next

Tunes such as "Time and Space'
are good interludes between fast
songs, but playing them in a row
canmake theaudiencelose interest,
or worse yet,get bored.
However, even in these slow

KL_N

—— — — —
|^*^|

"Duderokcomy3:16" is inducted into theChristian Metal
Hall ofFame.

Los buenos estudiantes c investigadorespueden
benificiarse significativamentede nuestra variada
combinacion de recursos:imprentas,microforaudiovisualesy electronicos.Nosotrosles
invitamosa consultaralpersonalde nuestro DepartamentodeReferencias, ellospuedenayudarloa localizarrecursos en todos estos formatos ya organizarleun buencomienzo en su investigacion n proyecto de estudio.

"
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Nosotros podemos ayudarle.
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Chemical Brothers: follow their lead
Whitney Gould

with their second LP,
Dig YourOwn Hole. Clubs ate up
the Chemical Brothers big beat
sound, bringing a huge pack of
sound alike DJ duos to immediate
popularity (i.e. The Crystal
top ten list

Staff Reporter

Ever since DJ and rave culture
began spreading like the Black
Death, popular music has began to
Method).
fall apart at the seams.
So, it's just about time that a
Thanks to MTV, the Chemical
history lesson indance music came Brothers were brought to every hip
along for ravers and candy kids kid in Americain videoform.Their
alike who just can't seem to part clip for "Block Rockin' Beats" still
with their glow sticks.
remains on MTV's list for top 100
And who better to give this les- video>> of the "90s.
sonthandance veterans,TheChemiThe Brothers' third LP, Surrencal Brothers? Remember them? der, was released in the summerof
They were thatone group thatmade 1999.Surrenderservedas a deparrecord shops across thecountry start ture from their snowboard happy,

Moby, TheChemical Brothers are
coming back with their amazing
new record, Come With Us.So pull
out yourcat-in-thc-hat capand break
up your glow sticks, kids. The

Chemical Brothers are here to give

masses what it means for dance
music to get baroque as they de-

velop layer after layer of unusual
synths andobscure samples.

On "Hoops," a sampled man
croons"Here I
goround again,think
that I'll never come down again,"
over acoustic guitar picking and a

you the ultimate lesson in dance/
techno music.
The first cut on therecord is the dirty eighties hiphop beat. Someorchestral b-boy anthem, "Come how the concoction works.
With Us." Seconds after the play
On the singles "It Began in
button is pushed, a sampled narra- Afrika"and"StarGuitar," theBrothtor beginsto preach to his audience, ers send us straight to the dance
"Come withus and leaveyour hurt floor, hand claps and tiger growls
behind." As someknobs get turned included.
and some buttons get pressed the
Where "ItBeganinAfrika"serves
man repeats "Behold, we're com- as a history lesson in dance music
an electronicasection.
'hard beat and cool loop' format. ing back." Then anenormousbeat (pay attention, ravers), "Star GuiEver since TheChemical Broth- Their new style seemed to demon- explodes and the synth string pat- tar" is simply a lesson in morality
ers formedin 1989, as twoordinary strate that they were sick of 'the ternschangeintoswirlingelectronic (and it has no guitars in it). "Star
Guitar," the Bros.' most recent
Joe DJs spinning dance records in dude withlonghairandglasses, and fire.
Englishclubs,theyhaveknownhow that other guy" shtick.
But wait, thereis more.Thereis a single,builds up and breaks down
Musically, they grew by leaps hiphopguychanting, and just when like an epileptic gnome until an
to make peopledance.
With their 1995 release. Exit and bounds on Surrender, but you thought itcouldn't get any bet- angelicchoirshows up tobreak the
Planet Dust, the Brothers had American ntics who wanted an- ter, a tweakedguitar solo comes in. camel'sback.
enough of a buzz around them in other his: Seat extravaganza were
"Youshould feel what Ifeel, you
The record maintains a steady
nearly
hour,
an
with each shouldtake what Itake," the angels
Europe that it was time to move quick lojudgethechange.Anyway, flow for
larger
Moby
getting
showing
from dance clubs to
was
song
venues. in1999 and 2000
how much they have repeat,turning a simpledance song
into a prayer forabrave new world.
By 1998. theChemicalBros, had all of the attention that the Bros, improved their trade.
hit
and
menonce
couple
singles
"My
a
of
a
had.
On"PioneerSkies"and
ElasThe Chemical Bros, show that
<\ that everyone is tired of
tion on almost every major critic's
tic Eye", the Brothers show the they can even be pretty.

On"The State We're In," returning vocalist Beth Orton shows us

"how it feels tobe true," oversome
acoustic guitar, ultimately making
one ofelectronicmusic's mostbeautiful performances yet. Ex- Verve
singer Richard Ashcroft dropsby to
sing on the psychedelic finale track
'The Test." The vocals prove to be
worthwhile as Ashcroft sings about
losinghis mindand finding the light
(note: this does not make up for
Ashcroft's horrible solo album).
Ultimately Ashcroft proves tobe
the perfect man for the job as he
asks the final question,"Did I
pass

the acid test?"
Meanwhile theChemical Broth-

ers playfullysay "YesMr. Ashcroft,
you did pass the acid test," with
their usual album ending
psychedelics gone to the hip hop
show.

The title of therecord is the best
part by far.It's funny that they are
saying to go with them now, five
years after a lot oftheir target mar-

ket already did.
Britishhumoris so odd. But yes,
go with them and leave your BT
remix albumbehind.

Seattle Opera makes Madama Butterfly fly
JAMILA JOHNSON

floors complete an immaculate touching, and was remarkably home and explains the beautyof a for example,that we can see ourshown in this rendition.
country where hecan buy a woman selves," Jenkins continued.
Immaculacy is übiquitous in all
AmericanLt. Pinkerton(tenor Jay and a house ina 999-yearlease, but
But maybe the greatest revelanvi.visnl Seattle Opera's presenta- Hunter Morris) purchases a wife can back out with only a months tionon a smaller scale presentedby

Opinion Editor

stage.

Lights rise and the Mercer Arts
Arena is transported mystically to lionofi> iacomoPuccini\sMadama
Japan. The applauding audience Butterft)
forms the crashing waves below a
-;tur> ofMadamaButterfly is
cliff that houses a smalrhome. The classic yet outdated. Regardless of
soundsofa broomfeverishlysweep- many oi the forgotten and abaning and scratching across wood doned concepts, the story is still

48§

and a house from a man named
Goro (tenor DougJones) who sells
poorbeautiful girlsas a profession.
Al his wedding Pinkerton invites
the American Consul Sharpless
(baritone Richard Stillwell) to his

"

Hecontinues toexplainhis long- fly is how talented and professional
ing for the day wherehe witt marry
a real American wife. Sharpless
warns Pinkerton that his Japanese
bride will take the marriage seriously, and foreshadow" that this
experience could destroy her.
Pinkerton, like all operatic male
leads, pays no head to Sharpless'
warnings.

Pinkerton's Japanese bride, CioCio-San(sopranoMariePlette)does
indeedbelieve the marriage is serious. She is 15-yearsold and naive.

?>■
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this productionofMadamaBut'er-

notice.

Before her wedding,in an attempt
to please her future husband, the
young girl visits a mission to convert to Christianity

and denounces

Buddhism.

Pinkerton leaves sometime after
the marriage, and says he will return before the robins make their
nests. Cio-Cio-San and her maid,

■*■■

U
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Suzuki (mezzo-soprano Kimberly
Barber), await his return.
In the meantime Cio-Cio-San
gives birth to a baby boy (Connor
BarteealternatingwithSeattleMari-

ner Jamie Moyer's daughter,
Timoney.)

—
m.
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the Seattle Opera reaUy is. This
performance marks the First npera
in theremode/edMercerArts A rena,
which will house many more performances as the remodelingof the
SeattleOpera House continues.

Where as once theMercer Arena
couldhardly properly carryagraduation speech without anawful echo,
now the acoustics are admirable.
The general space in this venue '.s
very small, but the concess:ons
range from a cookie to full course
boxed meals. The seating is more
than adequate and the stage views
are appealing. The orchestra ivas a
little muted, but this is often lo ihe
advantageof the singers.
A/at/i;mflßM/fcr/7vsoldouton ihe
dayof openingnight. As a result an
extra performance has been added
at 2 p.m. on Jan.27.
"Public response has been great
for this wonderful opera," Jenkins
said. "We aredelightedtobeable to
offeran additional performance ata
convenienttime for everyone."For
tickets the public can call 1-800426-1619. Ticket prices range from

Yearspass, andPinkerton has not $44 to $107.
returned. WhenCio-Cio-San finally
Richard Strauss's Solome is the
does meet him again, it is not with next opera tograce the new stage at
the intention of love, and tragedy MercerArts Arena this season. !t is
occurs.
an electrifying and controversial
This classic story has gained operabased on Oscar Wilde's play.
meaning for some people since the The play was bannedfrom English
collapse of the World Trade Cen- stages when the publictook offense
ters.
to the sexual expressions SolOine
"Part of the shock of Sept. 1 1 to felt for John the Baptist. This :s:s an
many Americans,Ithink,came from operaof lust, sexual obsession,and
therealizationofhow deeplymany revenge.
people hated us," Seattle Opera
No memberof ourJesuit univerGeneral Director, Speight Jenkins sity should miss Solome demand
said.
for the head of John the Baptist.
"ll is thoughart, through ouriden- Mark your calenders,becauseshevs
tification with the pain and loss of runMarch 23-April 3 at theMercer
Cio-Cio-San inMadamaButterfly, Arts Arena.
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ASSU
ASSU has set meetings times for this quarter.

Representative Assembly meets on
every Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. in Pigott 103.
The Executive Branch consisting of the
Clubs Commission, Finance Commission
and the Public Relations Board meet on
Monday at 8 p.m. in SUB 205.
Everyone is welcome to come and learn what
ASSU is working on for you.
The ASSU office is located in SUB 203. Come by or give us a
call at 296-6050.

Can t wait til Thursty

Please get in contact with one of your ASSU Officers if you have
any questions or concerns about campus (or if you just want to
say hi)!
ASSUExecutives and Representatives
President: Virgil Domaoan
V.P. ofFinance: Teddy Wiley
V.P. of Student Affairs: Annette Gaeth
Executive V.P.: Scan O'Neill

first benefit night and win cool prizes
from the Redhawk raffle!
"
Raffle tickets are $1 so grab a softball player
and buy
one as soon as you can to win cool gear and gift certificates !
Be apart of the

._

deals start at 6 p.m.
$15.99 for all 18
House Pies

T

Happy Hour beer deals:

.

$5 50
$7.50

$2.50

of Micros

a \c\
o-lUp.m.
r

$B—SU8 — SU students
$10— all other guests
Tickets will be
the
, on sale in„,
Oa

offer over 20 different dishes from
around the world while enjoying
entertainment from regions
like
b
Brazil, Korea, Japan, Africa, Vietnam
and much more!

Happy Hour starts at 9 p.m.

pints

2002
Living in Harmony
„,
, _,
We are the Bridge to Peace
Jan. 26, 2002
Campion Ballroom

_
_
.„
.
International Student Center. We will

pie

$2 . oo

wileyt@seattleu.edu
gaetha@seattleu.edu
o'neils@seattleu.edu

Thir&dayT^nternational Dinner

.

Pitcher of Micro
pints of Domestic

domaoanv@seattleu.edu

Legislative Branch- Representatives
Senior Rep: Chirs Quach
quach@seattleu.edu
herrerh@seattleu.edu
Rep:
Junior
HectorHerrera
biviand@seattleu.edu
Sophomore Rep: Devin Biviano
sanches@seattleu.edu
Freshperson Rep: SaunatinaSanchez
At-Large Rep: Carl Bergquist
bergquc@seattleu.edu
At-Large Rep: Nicole Palmitter
palmitn@seattleu.edu
Minority Rep: Gayatri Eassey
easseyg@seattleu.edu
Transfer Rep: Yunice Fong
fongy@seattleu.edu
Commuter Rep: Greta Smith
smithg@seattleu.edu
Non-Traditional:Tom Gaspers
gaspert@seattleu.edu
kutsela@seattleu.edu
International Rep: Alisa Kutsel

Then come to Michael s Pizza on Wednesday, Jan.
30th and help support the Redhawk Softball team
while you re at it!

Pitcher of Domestic

Email

Looking for something to do over Spring Break?

I

Participate in one of Habitat for Humanity's Spring break trips to Yakima or Lake Chelan. Spend the week helping others, having
fun, and building friendships. Applications are available in Campus Ministry and are due by February Ist.
j

j

Toastmasters
International

Seattle University Young Democrats invite the SUcommunity to atttend the Young Democrats of Washington
State convention!
President's Day weekend in Olympia,WA
February 16-17,2002

What do companies look for most in
potential employees?

Spend the Weekend at the Westcoast Hotel in Olympia, attend
political trainings and forums, meet elected officials, socialize with
other Young Democrats and attend Hospitality Suites.

The answer is communication skills.

Last year the Seattle Universiy Young Democrats Chapter was
awarded the Chapter of the Year Award. SU brings a large delegation to the Convention every year and every Democrat under age
35 is invited to attend.

The skill to present your ideas and views
in an organized manner is very important
in becoming successful!. If you wish to
have this skill join Toastmatsters. We
meet every Wednesday at 12 p.m. in
Pigott 107. Hope to see you there.

You do not need to have any prior experience or involvement with
the Young Democrats to attend this convention.

For further information please attend and informaiton ameeting or
contact club president Gayatri Easey at easseyg@seattleu.edu or
220-8275. Informational meetings held Tuesday Jan. 29and Feb.
12 at 6:30 p.m. in the 1891 Room in Bellarmine lobby.
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
400. Services

WORKSTUDY POSITION
The Children's Museum
Outreach Dept. has an
immediate workstudy
openingin our after-school
Arts Programfor kids. Mon.Fri. 3-6pm. $10/hr.
Program located in the
RainierVista neighborhood
(S.Seattle). Teach art to
kids, be a positive rolemodel and have fun! Call
Kristen at 206-441-1768.
Scheduleyourworkaround
your studies. Expanding
marketing team needs
'
PP e
+
people
ambitious o age 18+
18

Clearance Sale on Brand
NameLaptops! Prices So Low,
It's Almost Illegal!! GetYours
Today!! Http://
www.homeonaptops.com or call:

oee

mere s a

matcn

between wnat we nave and

J°^ e i°?^ nng

r
www.workhorbell.into.

—1-800-775-8526

MERCER ISLAND STUDIO

APARTMENT/ROOM

AVAILABLE. 550 Sq. Ft.
Large, clean, bright, private
entrance. Patio, back yard
with sport court. Kitchenette,
i- iiii
«-.
Cable,
Non-smoking.
bath.
laundry facilities. On bus
routes. $700/month. Call
after 6:30 p.m. 206-2308086.
~~~~
~~~
»i

THINKYOU'REPREGNANT?
Call Birthright forconfidential
support and free pregnancy
test 1-800-550-4900 (24hour toll-free line).

-

i_i

.

,«
uu»iTa
7
All Amenities,
mcl.
new bldg.
pvt.blcny& roofdeck. Micro,
W/D. DW, NP/NS. Prkg
Incentives. $1350.00 411
llthAve' 206-679-4271.

snflFnrßw
sUU.ForKent

j£

dep N|
Anlmalg negotiable
Call Qulet Neighborhood. $450$500, Util.incld. NP/NS. On
Metro route 20. 10913 26th
Ave.SW.
Call (206) 244-1154.
Bedroom 13th Aye near
Way gw

—

*
on
<s-7rr/-/
su,
$750, water/sewer/
Opinions! $$
garbage utilities included. 1 Blocks from Seattle U. 2bd/
Earn $5-$125 and
bdrm. in11-unitbldg.,corner lba. $995. Secured building
more per survey!
12th Aye &E.John$675. 206 Pkg. included. Call 206650-5159.
www.money4opinions.com 232-9865.
«n»f
PuiiiFnrVniir
;?J?
Uet laid
for Your

400 ' Services
500. For Rent

«

600. Misc

200. Help Wanted

a^i^s o°e nleTl
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Shared Housing for young
women who are graduates
in pursuit of career, or
higher degree. The Banyan
House locatedaboveLeschi
- 6
&, Madrona beaches
<
,«
r
blocks from lake. Tour the
http://
house
at
communities.msn.com/
TheßanyanHouse.
All the
administrivia is taken care
of. House cleaners, all
paper goods.subscriptions,
braodband internet,email,
computer, laser printer for
resumes. The Banyan
House serving college
educated
pursuit
of their career
safe,
clean and affordable
housing. A 6000 sq. ft.
funkyoldhouse. Voluntary
contribution as low as$260
plusutilities.nolease.no
p
.„,!..
rent. CallJody at her travel
g
» UOW 228-0J0&.°°, Leave
message.

. .

i

Monthly Parking Available
$75 per month
Vantage Park
10 11 East Terrace Street
"Underground
° ntrolled
Access Door
"fReserved Parking
"All
Stalls

m

women'in

. .

J>o«^

— ——— — — — —

"24-hour surveillance cameras

call 206 381-5878
p—

Need a roomie?
|

|
| UOl
to seU?
sell.
Got SIUJJ
stuff W

,Place

!

I

classified
VdTodavl
Ad Today!
YOUr

,

.

| Ca| for more jnfo
|

|

I

| Waylen Leopoldino |
Tel.: (206) 296-6474

,

Fax:(206)296-6477

Emai|.adinfo@seatt|eu edu

,

Personals
Erica D.,
Iwishyou the best of luck

Who isImmanuelKant? Who
Worhtless

is John Gait?

withyour weekend. I'llkeep fiction.
my fingers crossed.
TTFN,

...

DISPATCH

nisnltrh

to the deal! Most of all

&

1

Megan

nltpATrtJ

The Pinch-Hitter
Chrissy.
we want
want D.spatch
Thank you so much for a
wonderful weekend. Ihad a Hollyvery nice time. It was the Isee you at the CAC. you are
best weekend Iever had. socute! Everyday is better for
Thank you so much for the me when Isee you.
Christmas gifts youmade
sohappywithallthosegifts
-Iknew you wouldnt stick

«

To my two favoriteblondies'. Eyesocoobe-cuzlspelgoode. The Sweat,
You make me smile! Coffee An' Iluv, luv, luv my edeter / missed you this week.
Tuesdays make my week.
vilya 'cuz she fix my Come back to me.
- A&E Guv
Love,
mistackes reel nice.

«

'

,

This is a note of praise to
SEXY JOE One of the
hottest,but moreimportantly
mostkind peopleI'vemet this
yean To a friend y° u re
appreciated.

-

— — j— jr—
Swyour
youcouldn't last.
favorite Editor-inLove,

rhiff

thank you for including me
y
inyour pain and suffering
The Dietz,
deal. You didn'thave too. I
Love these hair chopsticks.
y Deli'
Your Buck best top
F at mv
really appreciateit!
A&E Guy

-

Alexis
HappyBirthdayyounaughty
yy
teacher ßowr
.Kung Fu Hamster

Pamela:ooh. my baby's got
a secret! M.S. in Puerto
Rico, here we come!

are the sunshine of my life!

-Promise Keeper

PPJ

Nicoi
e,
To the mail room crew: You My weekends are free.

Ilove you more today than
yesterday,
but not as much
You are the best! Please
strongly consider coming to as tomorrow.
Seattle. Ithasbeen almost a
whole year since you visited Kitch,
thebeautiful-Emerald City", What's up with the small
talk now days?
things have changed.

Mom K.

THINK INSIDE THE BOX.

tatj?
/l Pecsonaif
Per

////

f°r ms

U

f

**'"£*" f

AC

Food for Thought

- 1

and sub
mit

/

THE PERSONALS BOX

Go to the truth beyond the
mind. Love is the bridge.

....

-

Stephen Levine
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Campus

Voice

Q: Who do you think this man is?
A: Donald Rumsfeld, Secretary of Defense

"Secretary ofDefense?
"

"Iknow whohe
is, but Idon't
know whathe
does exactly. 1
know he's in the
"
White House.
ItfICHELLE NGYEN,

I'm not American.

TOMMY TSAI, MBA

GRADUATE SCHOOL

SENIOR. NURSING

"Helooks like a cross
between Newt Gingrich
—
and George Bush, Sr. "
and he's an ugly man.
Matt Hall,freshman,

.. ..

Fine Arts

"Iknow him. üm. this isn't the
Secretary of Defense, is it?"
ALEX LARA, SOPHOMORE, HONORS
HISTORY AND LITERATURE

.

"DonaldRumsfeld.. he's the
Secretary ofDefense. Only a jackass
wouldn'tknow who that is "
considering he's on TV everyday.
ARI MAGADOFF, 2ND YEAR LAW

STUDENT

"Isn't that the

"

"\lh... politics... Ihave no idea, and
"It looks like George W. a politician,
but I
have no idea,"

..

Lori Cunningham, (on left) Humanities
and political science,and christie

March,Freshman, Finance
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Secretary of

Defense, Donald

Rumsfeld?"
JENNIFER

DELLACROCHE,
JUNIOR,
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS

